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Evinrude Outboard Motors was a North American company that built a major brand of outboard
motors for boats. It was working as a subsidiary of Canadian Multinational Bombardier
Recreational Products but was discontinued in May of They used carburetors until the late s
when EPA clean air regulations mandated new technologies. Extensive and thorough durability
testing took place to assess the rigor and longevity of the design but the first design did not
pass testing standards. Initial production of the first design started prior to another round of
EPA regulations. At the beginning, the company tried retrofitting the previous design in order to
bring the motors up to the new standards. These modifications were not carefully engineered or
designed and caused significant engine failures, most notably the powerhead failure. This
eventually resulted in a recall of that generation of motors. The losses on these motors, the loss
of reputation and the surge of competition from Japan and Mercury pushed the company into
bankruptcy in This improved fuel efficiency and reduced emissions, oil consumption, noise
levels and maintenance needs. This is due in part to a pin-point oiling system which only
applies oil to the necessary components, unlike the original two stroke motors. All modern
Evinrude motors were built and assembled in Sturtevant, Wisconsin , south of Milwaukee.
Interested in mechanics from an early age, Evinrude became an apprentice machinist at age 16
and eventually a master pattern maker, as well. Along with a growing number of people at the
turn of the century, Ole Evinrude was fascinated by the potential of the newly developed internal
combustion engine, and he set up a firm to build small engines. While Evinrude concentrated on
the mechanical and engineering aspects of the new firm, he entrusted the bookkeeping and
business end of the firm to his assistant, Bessie Cary. The story surrounding Evinrude's
invention of the outboard boat engine revolves around a picnic that Cary and Evinrude enjoyed
on Okauchee Lake , in the lake country west of Milwaukee , two and one-half miles from shore.
Cary expressed a desire for a dish of ice cream and Evinrude rowed back to shore for it. Of
course, the ice cream was melted by the time he returned, but Evinrude, inspired by the
incident, was determined to design an engine that would replace the oar as a means of boat
propulsion. Cary and Evinrude were married in In , Evinrude founded Evinrude Motors in
Milwaukee. The firm immediately began to develop its first outboard motor, a one-cylinder, 1.
Because of Bessie's poor health, the Evinrudes sold their company in , and Ole agreed to not
re-enter the outboard motor business for five years. His inventive mind kept busy, however, and
during his "retirement", he devised a much-improved, two-cylinder outboard engine. This new
outboard engine was also very successful, and in the ELTO company merged with the original
Evinrude company since renamed the Outboard Marine Corporation and the Lockwood Motor
Company , with Evinrude the president of this new company. Bessie, who had retired in for
health reasons, died in in Milwaukee. Ole Evinrude died the following year on July 12 in
Milwaukee , and the company was taken over by their son, Ralph. During World War II the
company manufactured motors for various types of military marine craft. In the s and s, engines
were used in midgets racers. These OMC declared chapter 11 bankruptcy in and its assets were
subsequently acquired by Bombardier Recreational Products, which continued to build
Evinrude branded outboard motors. On May 27, , BRP announced that they would be retiring the
Evinrude brand and would exit the outboard boat motor market. Evinrude's name continues
today not only on many an outboard motor but also by the presentation of the Ole Evinrude
Award. Given annually by the New York Boat Show , this award is presented in recognition of an
individual's contributions to the growth of recreational boating. In the Disney movie The
Rescuers , the dragonfly in the Bayou, that was the source of propulsion for a boat for the
rescuers, was named Evinrude. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This section needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. November Learn how
and when to remove this template message. John I. Savage Brooks Stevens Harold M. Hidden
categories: Webarchive template wayback links Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata Articles needing additional references from November All articles
needing additional references. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Outboard motor. Bombardier Recreational Products. If there is a need to buy a reliable,
economical and powerful outboard motor, Evinrude power units will be the optimal solution to
this problem. They have compact dimensions, easily transported and mounted on the stern of
the boat. Evinrude outboard engines are lightweight and feature quiet operation. Due to the
presence of the E-Tec direct injection system, boat engines are highly economical, since the
fuel is supplied directly to the combustion chamber, where it is layer-by-layer burning.
Manufacturers have equipped outboard motors with a quality control system, which is designed
to protect against overheating and control over the oil level. A distinctive feature of Evinrude
engines is the ability to start them regardless of the level of charge of the self-contained power

source and the ambient temperature. All motors are equipped with high-performance dual
electric generators, providing energy to the operation of the injection system and control
electronics. The piston system of the power plant is made of wear-resistant alloy, which
provides a high lifespan of boat motors. Evinrude engines also have the following
characteristics:. To cover the Evinrude outboard motors , paint Deep Guard is used. In addition
to its attractive appearance, it provides protection against corrosion. The lubricating system
with directional injection protects the working cylinders for a long time, which ensures reliable
operation of the power plant. Evinrude outboard motors will not leave anyone indifferent
because they have impeccable build quality, reliability and incomparable power. Scott Sater
Wednesday, 13 January When Adobe flash died yesterday I lost my service manual for an
Evinrude 8 hp, series. Can you advise me in the location of another manual I may be able to
download? I'm looking for manual evinrude 90 hp etc year Thank you in advance. Thank you for
your help! Alena Saturday, 07 November I need a pdf version. Email: ja outlook. Rick Graham
Friday, 06 November I am looking for a 2 stroke 2 hp service manual. It's an older engine, I do
not know the year. Shaun Thursday, 05 November Derek Guinn Monday, 02 November Mal
Wager Wednesday, 28 October Troy Benko Monday, 26 October Larry Montgomery Wednesday,
30 September Leonard Sheard Tuesday, 22 September Don't know the year. Mike Lokar Monday,
21 September Justine Calderon Wednesday, 09 September Looking for a Manuel to figure out
what oil I should use for my Evinrude V4 hp. Doug K Friday, 04 September Michael Saturday, 15
August Giannis Friday, 14 August I am looking for evinrude ficht service manual. I am
desperate. Vjgiannis yahoo. Jesus Charles Friday, 07 August David Kelleher Friday, 07 August
Looking for an owners manual for a E30RC0A. Just want to make sure i'm doing the proper
routine maintenance as recommended. John Morgan Saturday, 01 August I'm looking for the
owner's manual and service manual for the Evinrude starlight Dan Fouts Thursday, 09 July I am
looking for an operations manual for new 6hp Evinrude model No. Erik T Monday, 06 July Jim
Mercer Friday, 03 July Is it available to buy or a free download? Thanks and have a great day!
Kind Regards Jim. Bob Linton Thursday, 02 July Wayne Thursday, 02 July Im looking for a
manual for a 20 HP. Martin Power Monday, 29 June Moe Lavoie Monday, 29 June I'm looking for
a downloadable manual for a 2 hp Evinrude mate. Hoping you can help. Chris lazare Monday, 22
June Hi , would you have a free download for a evinrude 60 hp? Thanks so much. Keith Ford
Wednesday, 17 June I need a Libretto and a Manual Help. David Emanuel Wednesday, 17 June
Gregory L. Morrison Sr. Saturday, 13 June James Badour Thursday, 11 June Need help with
dropping lower end to change out the impellker on older Evinrude 85 hp outboard motor. Steven
Hansen Tuesday, 09 June Serial Thanks. Eric Camden Sunday, 07 June Looking for a repair
manual for a Evinrude 15hp electric start. Doris from Norway Thursday, 04 June Hello - I got a
motor from my neighbour Mod nr. Andy Porter Saturday, 23 May ImWithChris Friday, 22 May
Chris Wihlborg Monday, 18 May Rick Lynch Monday, 18 May I need a service manual for a
Evinrude model vetxeie boat motor can you help. Rick Wood Friday, 15 May Jose Sanmiguel
Monday, 04 May Good morning. Just out of curiosity do you have these documents in the
languages? I am looking for the Spanish version, do you provide this version? Can you please
advise on this matter? Thank you for your time and help. Brad Smith Wednesday, 29 April
Looking for a free repair manual for a Evinrude 15hp electric start. Eddie Lamm Saturday, 14
March Have a 20hp Evinrude 2 stroke. Bought motor on Ebay last year. Would appreciate if you
could send me a manual on my Evinrude and thank you for your help. Daniel Taschereau
Sunday, 12 January Jacques Tuesday, 07 January David Nance Tuesday, 17 December Cliff
LaValley Monday, 16 December Can you provide a free service manual for an Evinrude 40 hp
outboard motor? MsJoey Black Tuesday, 01 October Bonjour, je cherche la revue technique du
moteur Evinrude 55hp de , auriez vous cette revue? Merci d'avance. Paul Wednesday, 21
August Sorry for the inconvenience you would need reports of a motor evirude 40hp year
manual start when it starts, it accelerates strongly and then it starts with power cuts then
accelerate and disappear all the problem. Motors Boats. Evinrude Service Manual free
download. Evinrude 6HP Service Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 1. Adobe Acrobat
Document Evinrude Evinrude Product Information Guide. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Evinrude
Servis Manual. Features of Evinrude Boat Motors. Evinrude engines also have the following
characteristics: the ability to develop high torque; availability of digital control in the ignition
system; noiseless during operation; low vibration at idle; minimum emission of exhaust gases
and harmful substances into the atmosphere. Comments: Connect to Facebook. Use quick
search! Contact us. This outboard engine weighs approximately pounds. It has 3 cylinders. The
pistons have a The bore width is 3. This model has a electric starter and power steering. For
example, if you look at your tachometer at top speed and it is not within the engine's RPM range
then that is generally not good. Be sure to do your testing under your normal boating
conditions and with a good propeller not bent, cracked, or excessively chipped. Information on

this page is provided to you as a free service of iboats. Because this information has come from
many sources we can not guarantee its accuracy. Even if this information is the same as the
original factory specs, boats are sometimes modified. Thus, for safety and other reasons, it is a
good idea to verify information here to make sure it matches up with your boat. The iboats
Outboard Motor Forums are another excellent source of information. The iboats Forum
Directory can likely help you find a lot of outboard information as it is arranged by subject.
Engine Manual: Evinrude Outboard Manual Information on this page has come from multiple
third parties and can not be guaranteed to be accurate. All rights reserved. This , 70 hp Evinrude
is made for saltwater. Evinrude Outboard Manual. Information on this page has come from
multiple third parties and can not be guaranteed to be accurate. Forums New posts Search
forums. What's new New posts New media New resources Latest activity. Media New media New
comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current
visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter
bskye85 Start date Aug 11, Joined Jun 19, Messages Hello all. This motor is totally ailen to me.
Took me 15 mins of searching Iboats for the answer to what the heck VRO even meant lol. Now
with a firm understanding of the VRO pump system, i took a peak at my What i saw was kinda
unnerving. The connection "nipples" for the hosing to the vro is still there next to the gasline
"nipple", BUT theres no lines hooked up Due to the fact that this VRO is OMC's 1st attempt at an
automatic oil injection system, it looks very diffrent form all the pic's ive seen of all vro models
86' and up. I do not know if i am looking at an actual "VRO" pump or if someone yanked it out,
and replaced it with a regular marine fuel pump to bypass the vro's mixing and just went the
route of pre mixing My question is, How do i know if it is indeed an 85' VRO im looking at that
has had its connecting hoses taken out for some odd reason, OR a marine fuel pump??? I had
no problems with the old boats motor 63' evinrude 40hp bigtwin soo i have had no prior
experiance with any outboard other than mixing oil and gas, changing plugs, and replacing
lower unit oil. I am now good at aspects of boat resto, but i am a noob mechanic to say the least
Sorry for such a long 1st post, but i felt i had to cover my non-experiance with theese motors.
Last edited: Aug 11, Joined Jan 23, Messages 11, Re: Evinrude 70 hp V. The pic below is a VRO
pump. Hope this helps.. VRO Pump 2 [x]. JPG O Ty for the quick reply rickdb1boat! I was hoping
this vro was just bypassed with the fuel pump, but wanted to be sure what i was dooing before
running the muffs on it in the driveway with no oil in it. The tank that came with this boat was
FULL of premixed gas, so i was unsure of the whole situation. The pics i posted arent the best,
but you can clearly see a fuel pump in the smaller of the pics. This OB has yet to even be
started due to my lack of vro information. I did however replace lower unit oil, plugs.. Now its
time to hook up the muffs i guess and give her a go? O Also, I forgot to ask. IF this VRO has
been bypassed and is running off premix fine, What is the oil mix ratio i should be using? O
Ahhh well, I am impatient arent I?? Only 12 days old To my dismay, i think the starter is shot
The Locking nut,wave washer,and shaft all spin freely on the starter, yet its not lifting the tooth
gear to the flywheel to turn it over Just tried to grease the shaft so the tooth gear can move
smoothly up to the flywheel, yet is still just sits at the bottom of the shaft while it spins when i
turn the key Maybe its operator error? Wouldent supprise me. Last edited: Aug 12, Joined Aug
10, Messages 14, O Your photo is of a premix pump. Your mix should be 50 to 1 Your starter
may not be getting enough power through to engage the bendix. Check all connections from the
battery forward. Clean and tight is the optimum. Check for damage to the cables as well.
Replace any that have nicks or cuts. If all fails to this point take the starter off and bench test it
direct to a known good battery. Joined Nov 11, Messages 51, O WOW, thank you guys for the
quick replies, I bought a fresh new batt. So i then yanked off the starter and bench-tested it So,
my last ditch effort was to "borrow" a used starter for this model from my local marine
junkyard.. I have taken apart my starter, and found everything looks nice and clean. Any other
ideas on what other pieces of the starter would cause this "Lazy bendix" problem? Also, Can
this model of rude be rope-started? I see no option as to where you would pull start this Thanks
as always!! LongLine Chief Petty Officer. Joined Nov 2, Messages O Yes it can be pull started
Rope is manual wound around the flywheel. Just above the teeth there is a groove for the rope
with some notches in it. Make sure you turn that red knob on the solenoid deg to choke it. O
Thank you for that pull start info!! Great news!!! I sadly returned the local scavenge yard's
starter, only to get home, pop my old one in, and cranked the out of it. I promptly removed this
sliver and cranked her over again While patting her on the back for good measure She fired up
and ran smooth as i could ever hope for!! She liked to idle even. Fully shifted her with no
problems, backfires, smoke, sputtering.. Now im off to test drive her at some small trout

stocked pond called "Egypt Pond" in Mt. Vernon Maine tomorow Yay Ill let ya know how she
fares on a full day of trout slaying. O Well, Heres the deal now A full day of trout slaying, Turned
into a day of trout slaying As the current drifts us away from the dock, while in idle, i lay off the
choke to advance the throttle, and she slowly dies out So, again and again, she fires right up,
idles nicely, but when the choke lever is closed to advance the throttle she just dies right off
Any ideas on this? O Start with the basic health checks. Compression Spark Fuel delivery Plug
condition Post your findings for all to review. Could well need the carbs cleaning and
re-building but that at this point is just a guess. O "I lay off the choke Tom B. O No harm in
cleaning the fuel system and re-building the carbs however a basic health check would be more
informative. O BSky - Basic check up certainly wouldn't hurt. One question: Did you adjust idle
on muffs or in the water? May just be set a tad too low. O Well, Im hitting another problem. But
first How do you go about setting the idle? I have tried to turn the red lever on the choke
solinoid, starting, then turning back Had the local marina run a quick compression test, and
they said theres a "3. So im not thinking the carbs are the route of my issues, but at this point,
im willing to try anything before i get to mad and call it quits on this engine The new issue is its
simply not starting I replaced the air silencer gaskets due to the fact that they werent even on
the damn thing!! Now IF it starts, she kicks off running like a mofo. Im soo bummed about this
outboard. I guess ill take out the frustration on grinding some nasty glass Joined Nov 26,
Messages O Sounds like you need to do a carb rebuild - if it will only idle when the primer is
injecting fuel, then the idle fuel passages must be clogged. You'll then want to do a link and
sync. Both that and the carb rebuild can be easily done by someone who can take a starter
apart. The good news is that it sounds like your engine will be awesome once you get this done.
O Thanks Tim! Where do you order your carb kits?? And i bought a manual, yet went the cheap
way, and im still kicking myself Its not a specific manual for my model.. Somewhere At this
point in time im going nuts trying to figure out what to do with this thing. I say noooo thanks to
that. Ill gladly die of a heartattack trying to fix this pig by myself than pay hundreds of dollars
for work done on a free rig Guess I just need to bite the big one and buy a nice manual specific
to my model Daviet Fleet Admiral. Joined Sep 24, Messages 8, O You can order kits right here,
go to top of the page and click on evinrude parts. Google ken Cook and get the foctory manual
for your engine. O I got both my rebuild kits and manual from I do recommend supporting
iboats with your purchase, though. I agree - stay away from the aftermarket manuals - I bought
one too before I knew better. You must log in or register to reply here. The tune-up
specifications for Evinrude outboard motors include the ignition timing adjustment, the idle
speed -- which is electronically controlled in motors above horsepower, the magneto breaker
point gap for the smallest Evinrudes -- the Colt and Colt Jr. Set the timing for horsepower and
horsepower motors between 0 and 2 degrees after top dead center, or ATDC, at a motor speed
of rpm to rpm, and 18 to 20 degrees before top dead center, or BTDC, at 4, rpm to 5, rpm. For
horsepower to horsepower motors, set the timing between 1 and 4 degrees ATDC at a motor
speed of between rpm and rpm; at 4, rpm to 6, rpm, set the timing at between 18 and 20 degrees,
BTDC. Set the timing for motors above horsepower at 1 to 4 degrees ATDC at a motor speed of
between rpm and rpm and 19 degrees BTDC at 5, rpm to 6, rpm. Set the idle speed for
horsepower and horsepower motors between rpm and rpm. Set the idle speed for motors
horsepower to horsepower at rpm to rpm. The idle speed in motors above 70 horsepower is
pre-set and controlled by the motor's electronic control unit, and is non-adjustable. Set the
breaker point gap for the smaller 2-horsepower, 2. Set the valve clearan
60 powerstroke cab removal
uk light wiring diagrams
washing machine wiring diagram pdf
ce to 0. For those built prior to , set the valve clearance to 0. For horsepower to horsepower
motors, set the intake and exhaust at 0. For motors horsepower and above, set the intake at 0.
Will Charpentier is a writer who specializes in boating and maritime subjects. A retired ship
captain, Charpentier holds a doctorate in applied ocean science and engineering. He is also a
certified marine technician and the author of a popular text on writing local history. Related
Timing a Mercury Outboard Motor. Related How to Adjust the Idle on an Evinrude. Ignition
Timing Specifications Set the timing for horsepower and horsepower motors between 0 and 2
degrees after top dead center, or ATDC, at a motor speed of rpm to rpm, and 18 to 20 degrees
before top dead center, or BTDC, at 4, rpm to 5, rpm. Idle Speed Specifications Set the idle
speed for horsepower and horsepower motors between rpm and rpm. Valve Clearance
Specifications Set the valve clearance to 0. References "Evinrude Repair Manual 2.

